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The Convention was held on Sunday , Adar 24 (March
16, 1890), 5650, in the Hall at Cooper Institute , New York,
and was called to order at 11 A. m., by Hon . Joseph
Blumenthal , President of ttie Board of Trustees . Rev . Dr.
H . Pereira Mendes offered the opening prayer.
Messrs. Louis Ash , Isaac Fles and Max Cohen were ap¬
pointed a Committee on Credentials , and submitted the fol¬
lowing report:
Congregations

Entitled

to Representation

\ Adath Israel,

New York Zichron Ephraim, N . Y.
“
Adath Jeshurun, Phila.
Beth Hamedrash Hagodol. “
A.nshe Emeth,
Mickve Israel.
“
B’nai Israel,
“
Rodef Shalom,
“
B’nai Jeshurun,
“
Darech Emuno.
“
Bikur Cholim, Balt.
Chizuk Emuno, “
Kehillath Jeshurun,
‘‘
Shearith Israel. “
Montefiore,
“
Rodef Sholom,
“
Neveh Tsedek, San Franci co, Cal.
Sh^arith Israel,(Portuguese) “
Etz Chayim, Pittsburgh.
B’nai Israel, Galveston, Texas.
Ahawath Chesed,

Delegates

to the Convention.

Marcus Kohner , Solomon Bondy , Solomon Simm,
Moritz Kellner , David Greenfield , Louis Ash, Joseph Pollock,
Louis Heyman , R. Napoleon Levy , Lionel Moses, David De
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Meza, Newman Cowen, A. Heller , S . Jarmulowsky , Isaac
Eles , Max Cohen, B. Sturman , Rev . Dr . S. Morais, Dr . Cyrus
Adler , Samuel M. Hyneman , Charles Hoffman , Devi Mayer ?
Edward D. Rothschild , Jacob Singer (proxy for J . D. Greenwald ), M. J . Asch , Rev . Dr . Eppstein , J . Behrens , D. Bach }
M. Sessler , J . Cohn , J . Dropkind , William D. Amram , Ph.
Hammerschlag , Dr . H . W. Schneeberger (proxy for Dr. A.
Friedenwald ).
The report of the committee was received , approved and
ordered to be filed.
Dr . S. Solis Cohen and Messrs. N . Devin and M. Kohner
were appointed a committee on nomination of officers of the
convention , and presented the following names:
President. —Hon . Joseph Blumenthal.
ist Vice -President. —Louis Ash .

2ndDr “
Secretaries.

—

. H. W. Schneeberger.

—Charles Hoffman and Max Cohen .

The report of the Committee was adopted , and the offi¬
cers elected unanimouly . The President of the Board of
Trustees , Hon . Joseph Blumenthal , proceeded to read his
ceport for the two years prior to the Convention :
of the Board of Trustees.
Report of the President
Two more years of the history of our institution have
passed, and with three years of actual experience in training
our pupils , we can with some measure of justice look forward with eager anticipation to the first realization of the
hopes that inspired us in establishing this Jewish Theologi cal Seminary . We have now under our charge fourteen
young men who are pursuing the studies which shall fit them
for the task of fulfiling the honorable and onerous functions
of teachers in Israel .
We fondly , earnestly and prayerfully expect that these
young men when they shall have passed irom our care to
enter upon their duties as Rabbis , will be prepared to take
up manfully the work of their predecessors . They will at
least he equipped with a fund of Hebrew learning that will
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enable them to expound intelligently the law of God. They
will have with them the feeling of veneration for that law
inspired by association with those who are imbued with a
lofty and abiding sense of its validity , and of che need of
ordering our lives according to its behests.
They will be fortified with such a secular education as
our colleges here afford ; one that will make them capable
of appreciating the best and noblest thoughts of the great
men of other nations than our own ; of providing for the
broadening of their views , and the development of tolerance
in their breasts ; and of meeting on the common ground of
humanity their fellow-laborers of all creeds in behalf of such
a culture and such enlightenment as will hasten the fulfil¬
ment of the mission of Israel to bring all mankind to the
recognition of the One God.
They will also be influenced to sympathize with the
spirit of our American institutions , to become imbued with
so firm and intelligent a patriotism as to fit them for the task
of enunciating the application of religious principles to all
the various phases of life ; of grappling intelligently with
the problems that confront the living men and women of the
present day , and of dealing with them from the highest
moral standpoint.
What nobler work can be done for Judaism than this,
or how can the perpetuation of our ancestral faith be more
effectually secured ? This surely is the highest form of
educational work , as it ensures the future progress of He¬
brew learning and the continuance of Jewish teachings.
If the vocation of the teacher be among the noblest of the
pursuits of man , how many times greater is that of training
the teachers ?
There is, however , a special reason apart from the
general high aims of this Seminary , why its future should
be watched with interest by the community , and its welfare
Nothing has within recent years
zealously nurtured .
evoked so much solicitude in the minds of American Israel
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ites as the tremendous Jewish immigration to this country
since the terrible anti -Semitic outrages in Russia eight
years ago.
The gradual influx of our coreligionists of former years
developed no difficulties because they were as gradually
assimilated socially , geographically and commercially.
This sudden transplantment of a vast multitude congregat¬
ing in certain sections of our large cities , constitutes an
entirely different condition . Few of us realize how serious
the problem is . It is an easy thing for any one to offer sugges¬
tions and formulate schemes for meeting the necessities of
the case. It is not so easy, however , to devise any measrure which will meet all the requirements of the problem
before us.
There are some general principles that must be recog¬
nized by all well-informed observers , as fundamental in
connection with this question . Whatever is to be done,
must be done by those who are in thorough sympathy with
those for whom it is to be done. By sympathy is not here
meant simply a general fellow-feeling for the needs of these
people ; but , besides this , a thorough knowledge of what those
needs are ; an acquaintance with the character , nature and
temperament of the people ; and a realizing sense of the
applicability of the means proposed to meet their needs.
The worst that can be done for the poor is to pauperize
or patronize them . Pecking at them constantly with petty
little measures for temporary relief from the difficulties
that beset them ; striving to patch up a square foot hole
with an inch square of court plaster ; seeking to remedy all
the various trials and troubles with some pet nostrum , must
all be insufficient , even when they are not hurtful.
The best that can be done for the immigrant classes is
to put into effect such forces as will inspire them with the
desire, point out the means , and afford the facilities for them
to help themselves . With wise and helpful direction they
can work out their own social and intellectual salvation.
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It is in the light of these principles that we bespeak for
the Jewish Theological Seminary that encouragement and
support which is necessary for the most efficient execution
of its task What nobler work than for some of our gradu¬
ates, with their authority recognized as Rabbis , to go to
these people and instil into their minds and hearts the
lessons , and bear to them in their own persons and lives the
example of culture , refinement and civilization ! Yes, they
would be listened to and their teachings would be heeded,
because they would come, not as strangers , but as brethren
between whom and their flocks there would be harmony of
religious conceptions as a basis for harmony in ideas as to
social and worldly requirements.
The equipment of such missionaries , the training of
Rabbis who though fitted by culture and scholarship to
occupy positions in the pulpits of the most cultivated con¬
gregations , shall also be able to successfully undertake such
work among their humbler coreligionists , is indeed an object
that ought to enlist the encouragement and secure the sup¬
port of the Jews and of every Jewish congregation in the
United States . It ought to inspire a host of friends to labor
zealously in behalf of the Jewish Theological Seminary , so
that it can be maintained with proper facilities and in the
highest state of efficiency.
A brief summary of what has been accomplished since
the last convention will afford the best introduction to a con¬
sideration of our needs for the future . During the past two
years the studies of the pupils have been prosecuted under
the tuition of the Preceptors , Drs. Drachman and Lfiberman.
As the progress made by them will be reported by Dr . Mo¬
rals , the President of the Faculty , it is unnecessary here to
dwell upon it except in such general terms as to say that it
has afforded complete satisfaction to your Board of Trus¬
tees.
Besides the regular Fall and Winter terms , it was
deemed advisable to institute a Summer term , during which
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ill addition to the regular studies laid down in the curricu lnm , courses of lectures were given , which were open to the
general public as well as to the students of the Seminary ,
It was indeed gratifying to witness the interest taken in these
lectures , as attested by the large attendance with which they
were almost invariably greeted , and by the wide-spread
attention accorded to them by the press . Even in Germany
the Allgemeine Zeitung des Jiidenthtims devoted considerable space to an appreciative article in regard to the course
of lectures delivered last Summer , in which it said : “ We
can with gratification observe from this that in the New
World , too Jewish learning is making its way . It recalls the
facts of how that same Jewish learning was brought from
Asia to Europe , and from Spain spread to other countries . ’’
In the Summer of the year 564.8, Dr. S. Morais opened
the course on July 1st, and closed it on August 1st, with
lectures on Post-biblical History . Dr . Cyrus Adler , of Johns
Hopkins University , delivered three lectures on Biblical
Archseology with special reference to Assyriology , on July 1st,
15th, and 22d. Dr . Drachman devoted the three discourses
which he delivered on July 8th , 15th, and 25th , to a study
of the History of the Hebrew Grammar.
The course for the Summer 5649 was opened by Dr. S.
Morais on June 23d, with a lecture on Various Forms of He¬
brew Characters in Writing ; and the same speaker closed it
on Aug . 1ith , taking for his subject Biblical Archaisms . Dr.
H . Pereira Mendes had for his theme , on June 30th , The
Talith and the Pallium , and on July 2ist , The Talith and
the Toga . Dr. Adler , on July 7th , treated of the Siloam
Inscription and the Moabite stone , and on July 28th of the
Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser . On July 14th, Dr. Drachman delivered a lecture on Jewish Educational Needs and
Methods (which has been reprinted in the Menorah Maga¬
zine), and on August 4th , on the Kingdom of Mesene.
It is indeed a pleasant duty to express in this public
manner the profound gratitude of your Board of Trustees
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for the generous manner in which these learned gentlemen
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have sustained alike the scholarly value and the popular
interest of these courses of lectures.
We are under profound obligations as well to Dr . Alex¬
ander Kohut , who has voluntarily devoted an hour or two
each week throughout the fall and winter terms , to reading
Medrash with the junior class. Our gratitude has been earned
also by Rev. P. Minkowski and Rev . Jacob Saphir who have
imparted instruction in Hazanuth and the conduct of synagogue services to the pupils of the Seminary,
But , however gratifying the past may be, we must face
the future . We must confront with hopeful but candid
courage the facts of our requirements . We must realize that
if our graduates are to occupy a place among American ministers , they must be afforded the same intellectual facilities
that are enjoyed by their prospective colleagues , the clergy-

is

men

of other

creeds.

We need a considerable addition to our stipendiary funds,
Like every theological seminary , Jewish and non -Jewish , we
only offer tuition free to all students , but are compelled
js not
to assist many of our pupils with partial means of subsistence
y
during their years of study . Their parents are poor and it is
at a great sacrifice that they lose the aid to the resources of
5.
the family , which their sons could contribute , while they are
iengaged in pursuing their studies . It is absolutely essential
it
therefore that we should render such assistance as lies in our
power. In fact , some of the most promising pupils we have
e
are among those who need and receive stipends,
d
There is an urgent and immediate necessity for the fora
mation of a well-equipped library . It is out of the question
e
for us to attempt to attain the best results without this essential supply of the scholar ’s tools . Many of our pupils have
i
already reached that stage in their studies when original re¬
search must supplement the teachings of the class-room,
The fund necessary for purchasing the needful volumes of
c
Hebraica and Judaica is not so large but that it ought to be
s

al
t,
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readily forthcoming . Rightfully , however , we ought to have
accessible to our pupils everything of value in literature re¬
lating to their sphere of study.
As the time approaches for the institution in due course
of a Senior class, in which the final studies for the Rabbinate
are to be pursued by those who entered in our Junior class,
and their successors from time to time ; and as the subjects
upon which instruction is to be given to our present Junior
class become more complex and difficult , the need for en¬
larging and strengthening our present excellent teaching
corps by an additional preceptor becomes more evident . Our
means must be so increased that we can offer an adequate
compensation to a man of the necessary learning , dignity,
and reputation.
Finally , the Jewish Theological Seminary should have a
building of its own . The proper arrangement and separation
of the classes ; the need of a room appointed and furnished
for the purposes of a synagogue where the pupils can become
habituated to the conduct of religious services , and suitable
provision for a library and reading -room , are the most
apparent reasons for the necessity of having a building where
all these can be provided . It is needed, too, in order to have
directly under our care those of our pupils whose parents are
not living in the city.
These are the most urgent needs that we must grapple
with at once. If we are to meet them , our annual income
should at least be doubled . To do this the intervention of
every friend of the Seminary is required . Only by their
personal efforts, by their earnest endeavor to secure members,
patrons and donors, can we hope to obtain such an
enhancement of our resources as will enable us to carry out
those measures that are necessary to place the Seminary
on such a footing of perfection as to facilities for learning
as is occupied by similar Jewish institutions in Europe , and
non -Jewish institutions of a like character in America.
We appeal , therefore , with especial force to those who
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are interested in the development of the work of the
Seminary , to the end that its welfare may be forwarded and
its progress may be insured ; so that the institution maybe in
reality what it has been our ideal to make it ; a seat of
Hebrew learning where shall be thoroughly trained a
corps of youths who shall become such Jewish rabbis as
shall be a credit and a glory to Israel , and who shall do
manful work for the perpetuation of Judaism , the faith of
their fathers , as expounded by its prophets and taught by
its sages.
It is marvellous how any Jew , whatever his views
as to the weight or importance of doctrinal or ceremonial
laws, whose heart beats with ancestral pride , and who
values the honor and character of his people, can fail to
appreciate the necessity and importance of the work of
is the
the Seminary , as thus outlined . Surely Education
great and commanding need to obliterate the prejudices
of our neighbors in this great and free land —and this is
even more necessary for our American Rabbis , than , in
any other direction.
We must do more than take care of our sick , poor and
orphans , if we hope to earn and merit self-respect and the
respect of our neighbors . We must maintain and support
schools and seats of learning , so that our youth may be led
and guided in their religious views and life, and creditably
represent the mission and character of Judaism . No work
has ever been attempted in this city or country more fraught
with interest and importance to Judaism and to the future
credit of American Jews , than that in which this Seminary
Is engaged.
Afjer the reading of the report of the President , it was
moved and adopted that the President ’s report and all
others to be presented to the Convention should be referred
to a committee of five, to consider their recommendations,
and report at the afternoon session. The Chair appointed

H
Charles Hoffman , Edward E . Rothschild , Dr. Cyrus Adler
D. M. Piza and Jacob Singer . The report of the Board of
Trustees was then read.
Report

of

the

Board

of

Trustees.

To the Jewish Theological Seminary Association :

Your Board of Trustees met on the 8th day of April
following your last convention in the year 5648, [1888] and
organized by selecting the following officers :
President —Hon. Joseph Blumenthal
Vice-President —Dr. A. Friedenwald.
Treasurer —Newman Cowen.
Secretary —Joseph E . Newburger.

The President appointed the following Standing Com¬
mittees :
Seminary—Dr . S. Solis Cohen, D. M. Piza, Newman Cowen, S. Jarmulowsky, Louis Ash.
Finance —Jonas Weil , Nathan Levin, S M. Hyneman , Newman Cowen,
J, E . Newburger.
Membership—Isaac Fles, Dr . A- Friedenwald . J. M. Emanuel , J . E
Newburger.
Library—J. Edgar Phillips, D M. Piza, S. Jarmulowsky , N. Levin, NCowen.

The Preparatory and Junior classes have been continued
To the regular collegiate course, there
has been added a Summer term attended by the students of
the Seminary , but especially designed for teachers . In the
teaching of teachers , the Seminary has entered upon a useful
and promising field of work which well supplements its prin¬
cipal labor of training Rabbis . Dr Alexander Kohut has
filled the Chair of Medrashic Eiterature , and Dr Cyrus Adler,
of John Hopkins ’ University , was appointed Lecturer on
Biblical Archseology. Otherwise the teaching staff con¬
tinues as heretofore ; Dr. Drachman instructing in Bible
History , Hebrew Grammar and Composition , and Dr. G.
Eiebermann teaching Mishna and Gemara , under the direc¬
tion of Dr. S- Morais, President.
as hitherto organized

Mr. Sampson Simson , the founder and first President of
the Mt. Sinai Hospital , an active member of the Shearith
Israel Congregation of New York , and known as a patron of
many Jewish institutions deeded in 1853a piece of land ,about
four-and-a-half acres, lying just north of the city of Yonkers,
to the Jewish Theological Seminary and Scientific Institu¬
tion. That organization , which at the time existed , and
which for upwards of twenty years was kept intact through
the efforts of the late Rev. J . J Lyons , continued to hold
this property until by an act of the Legislature of New
York , May 10, 1888, it was consolidated with this Association,
and the land therefore now becomes a portion of your
Thanks are due to the surviving members of
assets.
the organization , Dr . H. P. Mendes, Hon . Myer S. Isaacs,
Gratz Nathan , Esq ., Mr. Brandon Moses, Mr. J . Edgar
Phillips , Julius J . Lyons , Esq ., and Mr. Herman Phillips,
for the readiness they have shown to meet the views of your
Trustees in this matter , and the liberality displayed by them
in bringing about the successful issue thereof
The term of office of the following trustees expires : Dr.
A. Eriedenwald , Newman Co wen, D. M. Piza , J . M. Eman¬
uel and S. Jarmulowsky . Election for that number of Trus¬
tees for the term of six years will take place at this conven¬
tion . In addition , one Trustee is to be elected for a term of
four years , to fill the unexpired term of our lamented col¬
league , the late Mr Joseph Arthur Levy.
Should the amendment to the constitution proposed at
the last convention , providing for six additional trustees,
become a law by the action of the present Convention , there
will be twelve trustees to be elected ; seven for six years,
three for four years and two for two years.
A new code of rules and regulations governing the con¬
duct of the Seminary , and a revised curriculum have been
adopted , both of which are herewith submitted for your infor¬
mation , and will be printed in the published reports of the
proceedings of the present Convention.
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The following shows the financial standing of the Semi¬
nary :
Report

of the Treasurer
New York, March 16, 1890.
Newman Cowen, Treasurer, in account with the J . T. S. A.
$6,137 12
Balance on hand Jan . 15th, 1888,
“
“
“
“ Phil. Branch,
16 09
5-749 i3
To cash received from all sources to Jan . 30, 1890,
1,180 50
“
“
Feb , and March , 1890,
$13,082 84
7,778 28

By disbursements as per vouchers for 1888-89,

$5-3° 4 56

Balance including $39.99 with Phila Branch,
Statement
of Assets.
Deposited in Trust Co.,
Cash on hand ,
.
.
.
“
“
in Phila . Society,

.

$5,000 00
264 57
39 99

.

$5-304 56
A more detailed statement of the receipts and expendi¬
tures is herewith presented as a report of the Secretary :
Receipts.
Feb . 1S88— Jan 1890.
Donations , $50.00 and over,
“
under $50
Congregational Members , .
.
Patrons , .
.
.
.
.
.
Subscribers . .
.
.
.
.
Poor Students ’ Fund ,
.
Interest ,
.
.
.
.
.
Bequest of Mrs. Catharine Kaas,

.
.

.

$738 00
77 00
1,496 00
1,290 00
1,165 00
448 00
235 13
300 00

$5,749^ 3
Feb . and March , 1890.
Donations ,
.
.
.
.
.
$900 50
. 250 00
Congregational Members,
10 00
Patrons ,
.
.
.
.
.
. 20 00
Subscribers ,
v .
$1,180 50

*7
Expenditures.
Feb . 1888 to
.
.
.
Salaries,
Stipends on pupils,
.
.
Rent , .
Stationery , printing and postage,
.
.
Expenses , .
Janitress , gas and sundries,
.
.
Text -books, .
.
.
.
Collector,
Expenses of Advisory Board,
Furniture and fittings. .
Expended by Phila . Branch,

Jan. 1890,
$3,700 00
.
.
1,777 00
1,340 00
261 35
221 50
.
134 73
.
.
95 45
9 r 25
.
59 75
56 15
41 10
$7,778 28

Recapitulation.
$5,000 00
On hand in Sinking Fund Jan . 15, 1888,
“
Balance in General Fund
$1,153 21
Receipts tor two fiscal years ending Jan. 30
5-749 *3
,
.
.
1890, .
6,902 34
Disbursements for two fiscal years ending Jan,
7,778 28
30, 1893, .
.
.
.
Due Treasurer , .
805 94
Receipts during Feb . and March, 1889, for account
50
. 1,180
.
.
.
1888- 89 .
Balance in General Fund ,

.

.

.

304 56

304 56
$5,304 56

A knowledgments for donations to the Seminary
Library are due to Dr. Cyrus Adler , Baltimore : Mr. David
Sulzberger . Philadelphia , and Mr . Jonas Weil , New York;
as also to Mr. L,ouis Bresler, who, through the kind offices
of Dr . Mark Blumenthal , has presented the Seminary with a
Sefer Torah and its belongings . This emphasizes the fact
that every Theological Seminary should have attached to it
a place of worship . To the proved generosity of coreligionists
must appeal be made for this most necessary provision.
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Close and careful attention is likewise invited to the further
needs of the ' institution as set forth in the report of the
President , which must elicit a liberal response.
Sincere thanks are due to the heir of Mrs. Catherine
Kaas , of Philadelphia , who has generously donated $300,
the amount of a bequest to the Seminary , incorporated in
the will of his mother , which bequest , under the provision
of the Statute of Pennsylvania governing the matter , was
rendered invalid by the death of the testatrix within thirty
days after signing her will . Mr. Kaas declined to take
advantage of the provisions of the law and forwarded the
amount bequeathed by his mother ’s will to your Trustees.
Appended will be found a report of the Philadelphia
Branch of the Seminary Association . The Board of Trustees
would be only too happy to afford every facility and extend
hearty encouragement to efforts in other cities looking to the
formation of branch organizations similar to that in Phila¬
delphia . In Baltimore earnest efforts are now making.
The Jewish community of that city has long been
distinguished for its fidelity to the Sabbath and its liberality
in every worthy cause. It should then be peculiarly inter¬
ested in the support and enlargement of an institution like
the Seminary under your care , where such fidelity is
inculcated , and teachers . trained to uphold and defend
Israel ’s sacred inheritance . A large increase in the number
of subscribers and patrons in Baltimore is, therefore , con¬
fidently looked for.*
Report

of

the

Philadelphia

Branch.

President of the Jewish Theological Seminary Asso¬
ciation :
The Philadelphia Branch of the Association has con¬
tinued in the lines originally laid down , the work of assisting
To the

♦Since the Convention , this hope has been fulfilled by the formation in Baltimore of a Branch
Association, with a gratifying list of patrons and members; as well as by the accession of the
Congregation Oheb Sholom (Rev. Dr . B. Sznld) to the list of congregational members of the
Seminary Association.
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in the maintenance of the Association . The membership
list of the Philadelphia Branch had until now consisted of
fourteen patrons and forty -six subscribers.
In the latter part of December , 1889, a meeting was held
at the Rodef Shalom School -house . It was then resolved to
actively prosecute the work of increasing the membership in
Philadelphia . In accordance with this resolution , the Presi¬
dent of the Philadelphia Branch has on four successive
Sabbaths during February and March delivered an address
in the Synagogues of Congregations Adath Jeshurun , Rodef
Sholom , Mikve Israel and Anshe Emeth , the address being
in each instance prefaced by introductory remarks from the
Rabbis of the respective congregations . As a result some
handsome donations and a considerable number of new
patrons and subscribers have been obtained . As the lists
are still out , and the efforts thus made are to be followed up
by other methods , the exact number of additions to the
membership list cannot as yet be stated . *
There is every reason to believe that the interest in the
work of the Seminary is growing in this city , and as a result
it can be safely predicted that a substantial addition to the
yearly income of the Association will follow.
Respectfully submitted,
Ephraim

Eederer,

Sec’y Phila . Branch , J . T . S. A.
Philadelphia , March nth , 1890.
It only remains for your Board of Trustees to give
expression confidently , to the belief that the greatest difficul¬
ties in the way of a successful issue to the holy work you
have undertaken , have been overcome . It has been demon¬
strated that union in a sacred cause , whose permanent
importance all recognize , is possible despite differences in
ritual questions , which for the present can only be deplored
and that the great moral force which wields its power behind
*It has more than doubled.
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all endeavors in the cause of truth —that force, which may
reverently and devoutly be named the Providence of God—
is not absent from among the influences enlisted in behalf of
your work . With that invincible help you cannot fail, and
it but remains to go forward hopefully and courageously,
neglecting no human endeavor in coping with whatever
further difficulties may arise ; but feeling , too, an abiding
faith , that Wisdom and Strength , which are not of man , will
ever continue to uphold and protect the law given to Israel,
and those who strive “ to learn and to teach , to preserve and
to perform ’’ its lofty behests.
Respectfully submitted on behalf of the
^
Board of Trustees,
Joseph

E . Newburger,

Secretary.
The report ot the Board of Trustees having been
submitted to the Special Committee on Reports , the amend¬
ments to the Constitution , which had been submitted at the
previous Convention were acted upon . The first resolu¬
tion , to amend Article VII , Section 2, so as to read ‘‘Seven
Trustees shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of
business, ” was, on motion , laid on the table.
The second resolution was then presented for action , as
follows :
To amend Article vi . by striking out Section 1 and inserting the fol¬
lowing :
Sec . 1. There shall be a Board of Trustees consisting of twenty one
members to serve for six years, of whom seven shall be elected at each biennial
Convention by ballot, by a majority vote of the delegates present. At the
Convention of 5650,the six additional Trustees provided for by this amended
sectione shall be elected as follows,—two for six years, two for four years
and two for two years.

It was moved, seconded and carried , that the amendment
be adopted.
The third resolution was then taken up as follows :
To amend Article III. by adding the following section :

“ Sec. 4 . The Trustees of the Association shall be ex- officio delegates
to meetings and conventions of the Association, with power to speak and
vote on all questions.”

It was moved, seconded and carried , that the amendment
be adopted.
It was resolved on motion that a committee of five on
Nominations of Officers and Trustees , be appointed , to report
at the afternoon session. The Chair appointed the follow¬
ing : Hyneman , Greenfield , Solis Cohen, Devin and Ash.
The Chairman read a communication addressed to the
Convention by a Congregation at Montreal . On motion of
Dr. Cyrus Adler , duly seconded, the letter was referred to
the Board of Trustees for action and reply.
The Convention then took a recess until 2:30 P. M.
Afternoon

Session.

The Convention was called to order at 3 p m. On
motion of S. M. Hyneman , duly seconded , it was resolved
that the consolidation of this Association with the Jewish
Theological Seminary and Scientific Association be approved
and that the Convention tender a vote of thanks to the
President of the Board of Trustees , and to those who were
associated with him in bringing about said consolidation.
The report of the President of the Faculty , Rev . Dr . S.
Morais, was then presented.
Report

of

the

President

of

the

Faculty.

To the President and Members of the Convention :

Gentlemen : I beg leave to submit the following report
of the studies pursued in the Jewish Theological Semi¬
nary , under the tuition of the Rev. Dr. B. Drachman and
Dr. G. Diebermann , respectively , since the last biennial con¬
vention was held.
The pupils in the Preparatory Department , consisting
at present of seven regularly admitted —to whom have more
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recently been added three , that attend in the expectation of
receiving admission in due time after undergoing an exami¬
nation —have read two-thirds of the book of Genesis with
Rashi ’s commentary . This exercise , tending to initiate the
students in post- biblical Hebrew style and measurably in
Talmudical legendary , served also to train them to convey
in the vernacular , ideas set forth in Rabbinical language.
Sixty -four psalms , selected reasonably from easy to difficult,
were taught , with such critical remarks as the contents
elicited . The entire book of Joshua and a number of chap¬
ters from other books of the early prophets (Nebiftm Rishonim ) were read and translated , and geographic explanations
given , when the narratives called for them.
Of the latter Prophe s (Nebiim Ha Charonim ), six chap¬
ters in Jeremiah were chosen , and in all instances , elemen¬
tary branches of Hebrew grammar accompanied the reading
and translation . In order to make the pupils thorough in
Biblical history , the period hitherto dwelt upon was only as
far as the reign of David . The Mishnah treatises of Berachoth , Pesachim and Shabbath , with Obadiah of Bertinora ’s
comment , formed also an important part of the tuition during
the two years that have elapsed . As it always happens,
some among the students are more apt and some more dili~
gent than others , and consequently the proficiency is not
uniform , but altogether I have cause to hope that the
teachers ’ efforts will meet with the satisfacto y results to
which all engaged in the holy work anxiously look for¬
ward.
To the Junior Department, —now consisting of six
pupils regularly admitted and four waiting to be accepted,
after due examination , -eight chapters of Exodus with
Rashi ’s commentary were explained , and with such exegetical elucidations as the original text suggested . Eighteen
chapters of Isaiah and six of Hosea , gave our pupils an
idea of the poetry of the Scriptures , so sublime in its natural¬
ness, and offered a wide scope for grammatical exercises
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of a difficult character . In history , the period of King
Herod was reached , and on the various stages of our annals
essays were prepared , calculated to familiarize the pupils
with correct English composition . To further this essential
object, a number of lectures were written some of which
evidenced a tolerably good understanding in the manner of
handling the topic.
In Talmud (Gemara ) three chapters of Berachoth , eight¬
een pages of Rosh Hashanah , sixteen of Shabbath , twentyfour of Pesachim , and ten of Chullin were read by the attend¬
ants . The book of Aboth , confessedly possessing ethical
merits of a very high order, is at present in the course of
recitation and elucidation.
To facilitate a comprehension of argumentative discus¬
sions in the Talmud , the thirteen rules of Rabbi Ishmael
Ben Elisha were expounded , and essays sketched thereon by
our students . With a view of fitting our future preachers to
select from a vast field of Rabbinical legendary , such texts
and illustrations as edify and interest an audience , the Rev.
Dr. Alexander Kohut has given weekly lessons on Midrash
Rabba.
For a time , Rev . P. Minkowsky volunteered to teach
Hebrew melodies , training our pupils in Chazanuth , but that
gentleman having withdrawn his services , Mr. J . Saphir
filled the vacancy.
During the Summer term , Dr. Cyrus Adler , of Johns
Hopkins University , delivered two lectures on the Relation of
Assyriology to the Bible and on the Black Obelisk of Shalmanaser ; Rev . Dr. H . Pereira Mendes two on theTalith and the
the Toga , and the Talith and the Pallium ; Rev . Dr . B.
Drachtnan two on Jewish Educational Needs and Methods,
and on the Kingdom of Mesene ; and the President of the
Faculty two on the Art of Writing and Diverse Characters
employed by the Jews , and on Biblical Archaisms.
During this winter , the disease which broke out into an
epidemic , affected also a number of our pupils and their
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absence lessened the attendance at the Seminary consid¬
erably , but the teachers report that now all come with
regularity.
Mr. Hoffmann presented the report of the Committee to
which were referred the various reports made to the Conven¬
tion.
Recommendations

of the Committee on Reports.

Your Committee , to whom the reports of the President of
the Board , the President of the Faculty , and of the Board of
Trustees , were referred , beg leave to submit:
That they have carefully considered the able report of
President of the Association , and commend particularly that
portion of the report which dwells upon the missionary influ¬
ence upon the foreign-born element of American Jews which
ministers sent forth by our Seminary shall exercise.
That the Association is to be congratulated upon its con¬
solidation with the Jewish Theological Seminary and Scien¬
tific Association , through which it has acquired a tract of
land as a welcome addition to its assets.
That the recommendation ot the president for the im¬
provement of the academic condition of the Seminary be
acted on promptly by the officers of the Association . In¬
creased library facilities are most necessary for the prose¬
cution of the studies now carried on. At this moment we
have an opportunity of procuring a most valuable library,
and your Committee feel assured that if at this meeting
some substantial aid toward its purchase were forthcoming
several generous donations for this purpose would be received.
The next important recommendation deserving the
earnest consideration of the Association is that which refers
to the increase of the Faculty , and we emphatically endorse
the President ’s suggestion to augment the able teaching staff
of the Seminary by the addition of a scholar of profundity,
reputation and ability.
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The necessity for a building as a seat of Jewish learning
and as a home for students , needs no further argument to
impress its importance . We deem it necessary that the
present inadequate apartments be changed and a building
secured that will adequately provide for a chapel , library,
class rooms and dormitory for the students.
That the report of the Board of Trustees is carefully pre¬
pared and gives an accurate statistical statement of the
financial state of the Association , and commends itself to the
mature consideration of the Association.
That the report of the President of the Faculty indicates
a careful system of training , from which we may confidently
expect good results.
We recommend that the revised reports be printed and
published in pamphlet form, together with the proceedings of
this meeting and such other statements as the Board of
Trustees may deem proper to incorporate.
The Committee on Nominations presented the following
names as candidates for trustees :
For six years : Dr. A. Friedenwald , Newman Cowen,
D. M. Piza , S. Jarmulowsky , Daniel P . Hays , Edward L.
Rothschild , and houis S. Brush.
For four years : Moses Ottinger , Jacob Singer and
Julius Sands.
For two years : Joseph Ullman and William H . Goldstein.
On motion duly seconded , the report was adopted , and
the Secretary directed to cast one ballot for the candidates
named , who were thereupon declared duly elected for the
respective terms of office.
Addresses were delivered by Drs . S. Morais, Alexander
Kohut , Cyrus Adler and H . W Schneeberger , and Messrs.
Jacob Singer and Newman Cowen. In accordance with
the resolution of the Convention , that of Dr. Morais is
herewith presented.

2,6

by Rev . S . Morais , EG.D.
My fellow-believers : The sages of Israel , who seized
every opportunity by which to impart useful lessons, em¬
ployed to that effect a sentence from the Book of Proverbs,
giving to it a figurative sense. The passage reads as follows
“Whoever takes care of the fig-tree will enjoy its fruit .’:
The fig-tree , growing luxuriantly in Palestine , and being,
therefore , variously chosen as a metaphor in Biblical writ¬
ings , served the Talmudists also' to typically represent an
object which stood constantly before their minds —the Torah
namely , the Jews ’ sacred learning . Examine , say the rabbis,
the nature of the luscious fruits on that lofty tree . Nothing
which is in it needs be rejected . The land of promise
abounded in other products sweet to the palate . The date,
when fresh, is both delicious and nutritious ; still the stone
within it is unfit for human food. Grapes are grateful to the
taste , but the skin and seeds must be cast off. The hand¬
some pomegranate is clothed in a hard and bitter rind . But
the fig is acceptable in all its parts . In like manner it is with
the genuine Torah . . It has an intrinsic value , unexception¬
able. Thedloyal Psalmist declared it a perfect restorative to
the soul. But how heedful we must be lest foreign elements
blend with it and impair its real worth !
That solemn guardianship , dear Israelites , is imposed
upon us and upon all who have undertaken to preserve
unadulterated a God-given knowledge . “Whoever takes
care of the fig-tree , will enjoy its fruit, ” is the proverbial
maxim.
We have challenged the attention of the Hebrews of
America to a righteous scheme . We have promised vigilance
in carrying out that design with fidelity . Our brothers have
a right to demand that we redeem our pledge . They will
hold us accountable for our shortcomings if we fail to fulfil
their expectations . By our watchful tending , the Jewish
Theological Seminary must raise rabbis in the purest sense
of the word - the embodiment , as it were, of the Torah ;
Address
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godly. Yet neither I , nor any associated with me in the
holy work , dare ignore the claims of the age and of the
country in which we live, upon teachers of religion . Unless
their familiarity with the text of the Scriptures and with the
books of the traditions in their original , is accompanied with
the capacity of communicating sacred learning persuasively,
they will not command the consideration of the educated in
this generation . Eloquence welling up from sincerity may
virtually succeed to draw our youths to the fountain of truth
—Judaism ; erudition , destitute of a correct and flowing
speech, cannot hope for that devoutly to be wished for con¬
summation.
An idle lament is that of the lack of a general acquaint¬
ance with the Hebrew lore, as once possessed by Israelites in
the ordinary walks of life The needs of the hour call for
action , not for regrets , and they love our religion who strive
to perpetuate it by the best means which wisdom dictates.
The pulpit , dignified by the character and varied learning of
those who ascend it ; hallowed by heaven -guided words
which prophets and psalmists and moralists of yore inspire,
must secure a heedful hearing to its appeals for loyalty to
the One Eord and to the enunciations of Sinai . This insti¬
tution , which has won the patronage of congregations and
individuals seeks to promote that blissful end.
At the heading of the first circular it issued its aim,
appeared significantly . The caption ran thus : ‘‘To learn
and to teach , to observe and to do.’’ The knowledge imbibed
in our Theological Seminary shall tend to qualify believing
Jews to go forth as heralds of duty ; not such as is woven
nto a laurel of a self-glorification , neither such as is
forged into a lever to raise up high one’s material in¬
terests , buta knowledge free from egotism , fruitful of
humanizing and soul-elevating results , we will endeavor to
render it . •
I presume that I express the opinion of my associates,
when asserting that our institution , while mainly created to

supply the pulpit with fitting occupants , strives for another
object of equal importance . In most instances , Hebrew
teaching at schools stands sadly in want of a rational system,
calculated to open a broader and more attractive view of the
Bible before the students ’ mental vision . Who has not wit¬
nessed with pain a tuition which repels pupils from Holy
Writ and its language ’ To gain them over to both suasively,
is the secret which we earnestly desire to communicate to the
attendants of the Theological Seminary . All may not pos¬
sess the noble gift of oratory , but an instructor at the head
of a class, bringing to bear on his work a well -stored and
well disciplined mind , will prove of incalculable advantage
His contact with the young of our people, notably those of
foreign birth , with whom several of our charges have
a community of national extraction and close fellowfeelings , will , of necessity , be refining and conducive to
an intelligent adherence to the precepts . Thus we shall
exemplify our motto : “ To learn and to teach , to observe and
to do.”
Israelites , you have heard Solomon ’s aphorism and its
Talmudical application . “ Whoever takes care of the figtree , will enjoy its fruit .” The Torah , whose vigilant keeper
our Seminary has assumed to become - guarding it from
aught detracting of its God-imparted perfection , adjures
us all to act as co-heirs thereof , lending one another the
powers to hold the precious heirloom intact . Dropping all
figures of speech , I venture this thought : The institution
which , under the guidance of a benign Providence , will
furnish Judaism in America with piously cultured preachers
and teachers , needs imperatively the moral aid and temporal
support of our communities . Resolved as its directors are
not to allow unripe scholars to issue from it , they turn con¬
fidently to every one who approves of that discreet determina¬
tion for the means to meet the requirements of many years’
tuition , attended likewise with the expenditure entailed by
the subsidiary help which a number among the tutored
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must be granted . May the future exceed the past in prac¬
tically paying homage to the faith of Abraham and the
sacred learning we have inherited ! I cannot allow this
rare occasion to pass without bearing a grateful testimony
to the generous spirit of some of our brothers and sisters in
Israel , who tangibly showed their appreciation of our under¬
taking from the beginning , and I feel excusably proud of
reckoning among them Philadelphians . May they all rejoice
over the effect of their large -heartedness ! May the blessings
which Moses bestowed upon the tribes , by reason of the
munificence which gave the Tabernacle a splendid com¬
pletion —as narrated in yesterday ’s portion —rest also with
them ! And even as tradition tells that the people prayer¬
fully responded to the benediction , so let us now exclaim in
unison of sentiments : “ May the loveliness of the Lord our
God be upon us ; the work of our hands establish Thou
(O Lord ) upon us ; yea, the work of our hands establish
Thou it !” Amen.
Dr. Adler having stated the conditions and terms under
which a valuable library in Germany could be secured for
the Seminary , and mentioned that one gentleman in Phila¬
delphia , and another in New York had promised a consider¬
able share of the fund necessary for the purchase of the
collection ; a subscription was started with the following
result : Mr. Newman Cowen, 20 per cent , of the cost of the
library , Mr. Jonas Weil $100, Mr. Moses Ottinger $100, Dr.
H. P. Mendes $50, Hon . Joseph Blumeuthal $50, M. S.
Jarmulowsky $50, Dr. B . Drachman $25, Mr. Louis Ash $25,
Mr. D. M. Piza .$25, Dr. A. Kohut $25, Dr. Aaron Wise $25,
Mr. J . Ashlieim $15, Mr. Bdward L Rothschild $25, Mr.
Levy Mayer $25, Mr . M A. Kursheedt $25, Dr, F . De Sola
Mendes $25, Mr . A. Greenfield $15, Mr . Joseph Silk $10.
Various motions made for the appointment of Commit¬
tees on Library , Public Appeal and Propaganda , were
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referred to the Board of Trustees with the recommendation
of the Convention . The question as to the place of holding
the next Convention was also referred to the ITrustees.
Moved and seconded that a vote of thanks he tendered
to the officers of the Convention . Carried.
Rev . Dr. Aaron Wise offered the closing prayer and the
Convention was declared adjourned.

V:

The

Jew

in Italy.

By Rev . S. MORAIS , bb D.
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IN

ITALY.

BY S. MORAIS.

The legitimate heirs of Abraham ’s heritage , hurled
down from Zion’s hills , denied the privilege of breathing the
air which had resounded with the voice of their prophets,
bent under a burden of grief and degradation , found , beyond
the native hearth , some restorative in the smiling sky of
Italy . But more than the charms of nature , the tree exercise
of religious rites was a source of comfort to the exiles . They
could follow the Mosaic ordinances and publicly rehearse,
without hindrance , the psalmody which inspires manly for¬
titude in trouble and thankfulness for God’s unending
mercies. In Rome , where Jews became numerous , the
synagogue —an object of idle curiosity at the outset —gradu¬
ally attracted , by its striking simplicity , the highest among
the heathen population . The voluntary embracing of Judaism
grew to be an ordinary occurrence . Interdicted by some
emperors , under penalty of the rack and gibbet , conversions
to the Abrahamic faith obtained the countenance of other
potentates to a degree exciting alarm.
But neither the invectives of contemporary historians,
nor the raillery of satirists deterred the aged Veturia from
casting away the idols of her own people and bowing at the
shrine of the God of Israel . The tombstone discovered in
an ancient cemetery , with an inscription which commended
vthe zeal she had displayed towards the minor sanctuary,
evidences a state of tolerance not found everywhere in the
present age , boasting of matchless enlightenment . But aside
from the entering of illustrious proselytes into the Jewish
fold, strong proofs of the popular goodwill enjoyed in pagan
Rome , at longer or shorter intervals by the exiles of Pales¬
tine , are offered in the testimony of Mishnic Rabbis , who
met there flourishing schools. Thus , the famous son of
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Joha 'i, whose life has been wrapped in a mystic veil of legend¬
ary lore —the supposititious hero of Zoharism —-journeying as
far as the seven -hilled city , chose to succeed Mathias , son of
Harash , as chief of a well-established college.
Thus , also, his traveling companion , the accomplished
Eleazar , reported that he had been consulted by his brethren
in the metropolis of the world on some casuistic question,
which he satisfactorily solved.
But the religious rights granted at times by Imperial
Rome to the descendants of the Judean captives ; the facili¬
ties given them to cultivate sacred literature and develop
latent capacities for commercial and political sciences , were
rudely withdrawn soon after the portentous event of the
fourth century changed paganism into Christianity . The
royal crown placed upon the Trinity became a crown of
thorns that sharply cut into the flesh of believers in the
Unity . Taxation and humiliation , plunder and murder,
met with the approval of ruling monarchs on the plea of
avenging a faith whose founder a judicial body had seen fit,
ages before, to condemn as a self-acknowledged agitator . The
laws of nature were outraged . Sous and daughters might
rebel against parental discipline , maltreat and rob the authors
of their lives—the water of baptism washed away iniquity.
Such monsters claimed and obtained a full share of the
paternal estate . Woe to the Hebrews who dared disown
their apostatized offspring ! But national wrongs are the
forerunners of national ruin .
The rumblingli of the ominous —the terrific - -thunder
heard . Goths and Huns , and Alans and Vandals , knock
the gates of the eternal city . Resistless is the power of the
barbaric hordes . The mistress of the world —vanquished,
stripped of even a vestige of her former glory , lies prostrate.
The race to which she has given birth —the Latin race —once
the terror of Phoenicia and Greece, of Judea and Gallia , loses
its identity . It blends indistinguishably with nationalities
unknown to the Caesars. Not so with a residue of the race,
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whose ancestors , Titus , compelled to crouch and crawl in
fetters beneath his triumphal arch . Indestructible amidst a
prevailing destruction , the Roman Jews tenaciously hold to
their characteristic distinctiveness . Crushed , they rebound
and walk with a lighter gait after the extinction of the family
of Constantine , the first Christian King , and the weak and
wicked successors of that dynasty . A comparatively mild
treatment from the new masters , who had left the wilds of
Tartary to spread throughout the charming peninsula , enabled
Jews to gain commercial importance . When , later , in the
sixth century , the Lombards , rushing down from their icy
mountains , overran Italy , and , like a torrent , swept off Gothic
tribes still contending for supremacy , the outcasts of Judea
had extended beyond the Tiber , and settled upon the Arno
and the shores of the Adriatic.
The bishops of Rome , who, profiting from political dis¬
sensions , seized the sceptre , and under the title of Popes, or
Fathers (I), governed what they chose to style St . Peter ’s
patrimony , deemed it to their advantage to approach the
custodians of letters and promoters of industry.
The first, however , to evince , in a notable manner , his
appreciation of the knowledge which Italian Israelites pos¬
sessed, was the mighty conqueror who set upon his head a
triple crown , Charlemagne , the Emperor of the Franks,
Germans and Italians . Europe saw, then , a phenomenon.
It beheld a dreaded chief that marshalled his legions to the
scenes of carnage , turn away from the horrid din of battle,
lay aside the armor , and bend to listen to the imparting of
persuasive wisdom . The palace in which he dwelt rivalled
the Stoas of Athens . Academicians sat and taught . Laurels
were woven for the brows of sages. Justly , it may be said,
that his love for learning , more than the military prowess , or
the administrative talents he exhibited , gave the son of
Pepin a claim to the epithet of “ great . ” In the ninth cen¬
tury his countrymen were not the literati and scientists of
the nineteenth . Ignorance reigned supreme among Teutonic
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tribes . To dethrone it became the ambition of Charlemagne.
Italy could best supply the instruments with which to accom¬
plish the noble purpose , and those humanising agencies were
eagerly seized.
Among the distinguished scholars whose intercourse the
literary monarch sought was a native of Rome , residing at
I/Ucca, a city in Tuscany ; Moses, son of Kalonymos . History
has not told what were the inducements which led the Italian
Jew to make his home in Mentz . Probably his acquaintance
with western and eastern languages , cultivated by Jews , or
his familiarity with arithmetic , imperatively demanded in
commercial transactions , then left almost exclusively in
Jewish hands , may have promised the rabbi a lucrative
position in a foreign land.
But a higher motive may have combined in prompting
the righteous Moses to relinquish early associations and
emigrate to a distant country . The love he bore Israel could
not have been narrowed down within the limits of the Arno
and the Tiber . Every one loyal to Monotheism , must have
commanded his sympathies , and he would sanctify the
knowledge possessed, by bidding it to be a lever for upraising
the oppressed. Royal favors enjoyed,must subserve a sublime
end—the elevation of co-religionists in a lowly condition.
It will never be known with precision , when and how
Jews settled in Germany . That they spread there , as in
other parts of the world with the spreading of the Roman
arms , is a very reasonable conjecture . At ail events , prior
to the reign of Charlemagne , congregations of Israel certainly
existed on the Rhine . That they endured great hardships,
through Christian persecution , is attested by an old Hebrew
record found in Italy , and transcribed by that deep searcher
of Jewish antiquities , the indefatigable Samuel David
Euzzatto.
It runs nearly thus : “ The Eord showed his pity for a
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small remnant of us, when lie sent the Emperor Charle¬
magne , ruler of France , to whom peoples bowed. That
King took along with him Rabbi Kalonymos of Lucca ; a
Roman who caused a residue of Jews in Germany to have
permanence there , and who gathered together more of the
outcasts of Judea . Charlemagne entered into an agreement
with them , whereby holy institutions revived in Germany,
and that same Kalonymos became their chief. May God
ascribe it to the merit of both the Sage and the King .”
It will have been observed that the chronicler mentions
the father , in preference to the son. Very probably , he
did so out of respect , conformably to the Scriptural ordi¬
nance , “thou shalt revere the aged .” Besides, there is every
probability that the parent joined his son in the righteous
undertaking . Modern critics however , ascribe the entire
credit to the child and not at all to his parent . They appear
to agree that Moses of Lucca , from whom sprung a number
of successive teachers , gave Judaism in Germany a fresh and
most powerful incentive.
The Prince of modern Hebrew critics , the glorious son
of Poland , whose achievements in the republic of letters,
would atone for all the shortcomings which vulgar prejudice
has fastened upon his countrymen —the great Rapoport *'—
asserts that France also is indebted to Italy for the culture of
sacred lore. He noticed that old chroniclers recorded
instances in which the elders of Israel at Paris turned to
Rome for religious instruction .
Believing that Charle¬
magne ’s ambition was to afford all his subjects facilities for
acquiring learning ; Rapoport argues , from historical data,
that in like manner as Italians were taken to Mentz , so did
the scholarly king convey them to French cities.
Unfortunately , posterity has not been allowed to enjoy
* On the life-work of the immortal Rapoport , the memorial of whose centennial birthday the
learned fittingly celebrated at the beginning of this summer , several articles appeared in the
Philadelphia Occident, edited by Mayer Sulzberger in 1868. They were prepared by the writer
of this paper , and followed up subsequently in Jewish weeklies with an English presentation of
some of the contents of Erech Millin —the masterly production of Rapoport , unfortunately left
incomplete through the author ’s death.
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the instruction of those mediaeval preceptors . The monu¬
ments of Hebrew erudition that they may have left , the
merciless hand of time has made to crumble into dust.
Rabbi Moses son of Kalonymus and Ins immediate suc¬
cessors, are the reputed authors of devotional outpourings
that flowed into a pure channel —the Ashkenazic formulary
of prayers . With that single exception , nothing regarding
the labors of those worthies has been handed down.
Nine centuries of the common era had glided by, and
while the activity of intellectual giants in the East —in the
academies of Sura and Pumbeditha —broadened the field of
Jewish culture , the works of the learned in the West were,
perhaps , mouldering in some dark corners of Rabbinical
schools . Judaism which has cause to lament irreparable
losses in the domains of literature , may rejoice over the
preservation of remnants , small though they be, of the
writings of a Hebrew entitled to preeminence . Judaism
which does not shackle the mind in order to bear undisputed
sway , may point to such fragments , as witnesses of the
freedom of thought , not less than of the extensive knowledge
existing among Italian Jews , as far back as the tenth century.
For then arose Shabbethai Donolo, astronomer , physician
and philosopher . That scientist labored under a pardonable
weakness , he craved for posthumous honors.
Hence , he took special pains to be remembered by
generations yet to come. In an acrostic to the preface of
one of his commentaries the writer gives the reader the
necessary information about his birth -place and parentage.
He adjures all future copyists most solemnly to represent
him aright when he would be no longer among the living.
But—see the freaks of fortune ! A copyist , mistaking two
Hebrew letters of the author ’s name for one, transformed
him into another person , and ignorance of ancient geography
transferred his land beyond the Appenines . A learned
Christian , searching through a rare library at Florence,
lighted upon the writings of an unknown Israelite , whom he
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called Dattalo . Eater , the renowned G . B. De Rossi,
librarian to the Duchess of Parma , termed him Dagolo.
» At length , the exertions of the great savant , and of his eldest
son, Philoxene Euzzatto —that meteor so luminous , but
destined , alas ! to vanish as rapidly —returned to their com¬
;
patriot his proper appellative and the country which he
claimed.
l
Shabbethai Donolo, of Uras, or Oria, * is the first scientist
:
who wrote in Hebrew . His history borders on the romantic.
f
! It was a period when the Crescent and the Cross measured
L strength ; a time of ferocious wars and atrocious reprisals , of
ruthless attacks and relentless repulses ; a time of hecatombs
of human victims at the shrine of hate of race and greed of
:
gold. The followers of Mohammed , intoxicated with vici
tories, trod down the fertile plains of Southern Europe . The
i
city of Oria felt their iron heel . Donolo , though young,
I
could remember the slaughter of ten of his most distinguished
coreligionists and the forcible seizure of his whole family.
Carried away as slaves, he alone, by design or casualty,
.
lingered behind in the hands of his captors . Providence
i
would not suffer that light to be quenched . At Taranto,
e
close to Naples , deliverance came.
the present instance the precious ransom was effected
y In
by gold which the Donolo family had fortunately laid aside,
f
but often were communities of Israel called upon to come to
e
the rescue . Hence , an established rule demanded that a
fund be invariably reserved for the liberation of prisoners.
t
Its use, so very frequent in benighted ages, occasionally
repaid the act of fraternal kindness a thousand fold. How
^o
vast the compensation of the merciful deed would have
proved in the liberation of Donolo, the Jew, who, singley
handed , set up on high the standard of Hebrew literature.
d
He learned well how to mould the language of the Scrip?,
tures that it might further the claims of science as well as
e
•Luzzatto thought that Uras lay in Sardinia , but Fausto Lasinio—a very learned Christian
Hebraist —proved historically that Uras is Oria in the Neapolitan territory.
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those of traditionalism . His passion was astronomy , and
to gain proficiency he studied Greek , and transcribed the
thoughts of Hipparchus and the problems of Ptolemy ’s
Almagest . Knowing that Chaldea had traced out , in the
days of antiquity , the path of the planets through the bound¬
less space, the Italian ventured to travel to distant lands till
he sought and found what he yearned for. He engaged a
Babylonian teacher , master of the science which he fondly
loved . Then a work upon the course of celestial bodies issued
from his pen . An author living about a century after , cited
it as “ the book of constellations .”
But to the ample quotations of Joseph Kara nothing has
been added. Is that volume based upon the text of a codex
by the famous Samuel , of Neardea , who boasted of his
familiarity with the planetary system —an invaluable pro¬
duction whereby to form a criterion of the degree of astrono¬
mical knowledge attained by Israelites who have given the
world a matchless calendar —-is that volume being now, per¬
chance , a prey to the corroding moth in some undiscovered
library ‘i The
industry of modern archseologists upon that
score has thus far been baffled.
Another work of Donolo is a commentary on a treatise
discussing the origin of the world and man . By a process of
reasonings the writer unwittingly , perhaps , approaches the
Kabbalistic theory of emanations , or, to be more explicit , he
supports the fallacious idea that God did not create all out of
absolute nothing . He holds that from what is inherent in
God’s nature - if the expression itself be not impiety —the
Omnipotent formed every object in nature . Thus air , water,
fire and earth —the four essential elements of the ancients—
are so many parts evolved from the Divine essence extending
and reproducing themselves in a manner inconceivably vast.
The daring thinker essays to elucidate the views brought
forth , by calling to his aid the richness of his scientific
resources . But the Italian savant , wishing to explain what
will always remain inexplicable to finite understandings,
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paved the way for the vagaries which have mystified the
simplest system of religion . He has robbed the inspired
Moses of the unique merit of having imparted lessons that
shield the mind from internal assaults , while keeping the
heart .ever warm and sympathetic.
Yet, notwithstanding the advocacy of a theory atvariance
with the unsophisticated Theism of the Bible , Donolo is as
emphatic as his successor of the twelfth century —the immortal
Maimonides - about the existence of a God outside of nature,
and against attributing to the Deity any corporeal form. In
an introduction to his book, “Tachkemoni, ” or “ Hachmoni,”
after having scientifically explained the construction of the
human frame , the author proceeds to show that the Creator
is mirrored in man through the outward manifestations of a
hidden power . For by that power alone can a mortal choose
good and eschew evil ; copy his Maker in devising plans of
great utility . Tike the Deity , so does that spring of human
actions—the undying spirit - work marvels unseen . Tike the
Deity, it is not visible at any time , even when it leaves its
receptacle , the perishable body. Like in the Deity , so in the
soul, the sentiments which stir within it are impenetrable.
For like the Deity Himself , the soul is heavenly . Its name,
Neshamah , recalls “ Shamaim, ” whence it came. There¬
fore is man a microcosm of the universal Lord . *
It has been necessary to describe at some length in these
* David Castelli, some of whose works elicited a critique which 1 submitted to the Minister’s
Conference, at New York, in the autumn of 1887, has given the literary world all that cr n be
found of Donolo’s productions in Italian libraries. The erudite Professor in the Royal Univer¬
sity at Florence, has compared several manuscripts to ensure as correct a reading as possible, and
enriched the volume with a Hebrew introduction and foot-notes. A considerableportion of
that volume is devoted by Castelli to an analysis of the writings of Sabbatai Donolo —as he spells
the rame—and of Kabbalismconnected therewith. This part is in the Italian language and
learnedly extended. The Professor is not in the least enihus'ast'.c on the subject he industriously
labored to illustrate. He holds the following opinion; Donolo, though above his contemporaries
in many instances, was, like the generality, a votary to astrology. What the pen of the scientist
of the 10th century brought forth is not so multifarious, nor so numerous, as most persons have
been led to think. His productions are restricted to the famous Hachmoni and some medical books
spoken of at large by the er cyclopedic Steinschneider. The first-mentioned book, notwithstand¬
ing all efforts to discover its continuation, remains incomplete. Donolo’s views of the creation
and of the Omnipotent Creator are intrinsically mystic, yet they cannot be said to have lent the
materials whereby some late Kabbalists built up a system derogatory to the holiness of the Deity.
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pages Donolo and liis capacity to clothe metaphysical
abstractions in the sacred language , to controvert an opinion
almost universally entertained among scholars . It is that
which ascribes to a Jew from Asia the transplanting of
Hebrew learning into Spain.
The story is familiarly known . A summary of it will
.suffice. The Saracens , cruising in the Mediterranean to
capture vessels of Christian foes, fell in with a ship having
.among its passengers four Israelites . All were seised as a
prize and carried to different parts , but the liberty of one
was bought by the Congregation in Cordova. At first the
.stranger was thought to be an ordinary person . It having
■been discovered that the Talmudic lore of the ransomed
prisoner raised him above all Spanish Jews , the president of
fhe college stepped out , of his own accord , to make room for
a man confessedly his superior . The idea prevailing is that
Moses, taken in chains to Cordova, was a very eminent
scholar from the academy of Persia , and that his fellowbelievers in Spain , anxious to become emancipated from
those academies , which they needed to solve ritual questions,
and towards whose support they largely contributed , retained
the foreigner as their chief . The difficulties which geogra¬
phic names , written in Hebrew characters , and generally
misspelt , presented , helped to strengthen that notion . But
no intricacies could perplex the lynx - eyed critic.
What none had unfolded , the keen penetration of a
Rapoport unravelled . Bringing his measureless erudition to
bear on the topic , the great master convincingly showed that
Moses and his three traveling companions were Italians
They had started trom Bari, near the strait of Otranto , to go
to Sebaste , an Island in Asia Minor, anciently called Selensa,
where many Israelites resided . But , before reaching their
destination , the fast sailors of the Moorish Kaliphs cut off
their way. The friends of Moses, taken to the eastern part
of Africa, enriched with their learning the cities of Cairo
and Kairwan , and gave the Jewish world a Hannanel , the
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polished writer , and a Nisirn , the prolific commentator . But
Moses, together with his son Hanoh , were providentially
designed to prepare the soil, whence sprung those Titans of
human knowledge who ensured for Spain of the Middle Ages
an eternity of fame.
“Impossible, ” cry some men of letters , unwilling to
bow even to the authority of a Rapoport . “ Impossible!
Italy could not have possessed at that time men of such
calibre .”
Moses, son of Kalonymos , of Rucca , and Sliabbethai
Donolo, of Oria , rise and command silence They come
fraught with Hebrew knowledge to sustain the late Chief
Rabbi of Prague in his declaration.
But while the glories of Oriental academies had not
entirely departed with the death of the last chief - Rab Hai
—Italy was cradling one who might have rivalled even a Per¬
sian Gaon . Will it be gainsaid that no student of Rabbinical
literature can yet dispense with the work of Nathan of Rome?
Tet the linguists who have amplified the sources of that
admirable production receive the meed of praise due them,*
but let none dare deny the father of Rabbinical lexico¬
graphers a permanent standing among scholars . If the fair
peninsula had brought forth only that man of the eleventh
century , it would have deserved well of the republic of
letters . For what the inimitable Rashi of the next century
is in the exposition of the sense of Gemaric texts , the author
of the “ Aruch ” is to the understanding of the language of the
Talmud and Midrashim and .all post-Biblical literature of his
days.
* Dr . Alexander Kohut —during the past five years Rabbi —preaeher of the Congregation
Ahavath Chessd of New York- -has vastly improved upon the efforts of those who preceded him
in illustrating and amp 'ifying the work of the illustrious lexicographer of Rome. Thoroughly
versed in Talmudism , and in the languages variously employed by Talmudists , he was eminently
qualified for the difficult task In the Hebrew preface to the sixth volume of his Aruch Cotnpletum ., the untiring author writes : “ I assumed my labors when I was a youth of twenty -two , and
since I began my planting .nearlv twenty -five years have rolled away . Not infrequently my heart
despaired, and I painfully resigned myself to seeing my hopes unfulfilled . But the Almighty
did not suffer me to lose the fruits that 1 had longed to gather .” The scholarly undertaking
which has earned for the writer a wide renown is finished , and its complete publication is looked
for in the course of this year.
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But the debt which the whole house of Israel owes Italy
was contracted at the time that Gutenberg broke up the
monopoly of copyists by the invention of his magical blocks.
Then did love for the Scriptures and its elucidations , a pious
anxiety to prop ^ ate the wisdom of the ancients , become pal¬
pably manifest among the Jewish countrymen of Dante.
The printing press at Naples , Lombardy , Venice , and more
lately at Tuscany , rescued holy books from the pit of oblivion
into which the sloth or extortions of scribes would fain have
buried them . Notably the Soncino family benefited Judaism
at large . They practically utilized the marvellous art by its
application to Hebrew manuscripts . They multiplied
attractive editions with rapidity , journeyed far to make their
brethren acquainted with the extensive publication of
volumes of religious and literary value ; and , notwithstand¬
ing the oversights which have called forth the complaints of
the learned , who examined those rare editions , posterity ought
to thank the industry which procured incalculable advantages.
One can never read the words of a member of the Soncino
family , in the title page of Kimchi ’s grammar , without a
heartfelt appreciation of the services rendered by the
renowned typographers . In a few sentences are delineated
the efforts to seek for, peruse , correct and print —when print¬
ing was almost in its infancy —Hebrew writings of a variety of
hands upon topics often profound and abstruse . Even at this
distance of time , ydien the press has taken the gigantic
strides at which the men of the fifteenth century would have
stood aghast , .a grateful thought ought to be directed towards
the Jews who prepared the elements on the full development
of which the intellects of the moderns can now feast.
Very fittingly it might now be inquired 'J To
“
what
account have Italian Israelites of more recent periods turned
Gutenberg ’s stupendous invention ?” A searching into that
question is a task of vast magnitude . It is so even to a
Steinchneider , for he —the illustrious historian of sacred
literature —is obliged incessantly to correspond with noted
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scholars ol his faith in the classic peninsula , to learn and
report all that has been or is being produced there by the
votaries of Hebrew lore.* Still , to dismiss the subject alto¬
gether , because of the difficulties it presents , would be to act
unjustly . Though a clear conception cannot be formed , the
following incident may furnish at least a faint idea of the
state of culture in Italy among the descendants of Judea ’s
outcasts in modern times.
When Joseph II .—a second Cyrus—issued the famous
edict, breathing tolerance and enlarged benevolence towards
his oppressed Jewish subjects , Hartwig Wessely hailed the
dawning of a progressive era. Responding to the noblest
instincts of the heart , he seized the pen, which he could use
with surpassing elegance , and thus addressed his brethren
of Poland and Germany : ‘‘Rise , resuscitate the past ;
show yourselves worthy descendants of prophets and sages.
Defeat prejudice with the burnished steel that won for
'
our ancestors victory . Knowledge must be your weapons »
a knowledge broad and elevating .” But the enthusiastic
appeal of the whole-souled Jew met with anathemas . From
the holy desk , where the Raw of kindness alone should be
read, an excommunication was hurled at the man , and at the
writings which would have graced Scriptural volumes The
mad cry for “ Reform, ” in the disparaging sense now applied
by conservatives , resounded in synagogues and schools.
“Wessely is the archenemy of the faith in which he has
*The writer of this paper maybe permitted to mention that a series of articles on Jewish
literature in Italy was prepared by him and published in the Jewish Messenger of New York in
the year 1875. That series spoke very briefly of Donolo, but more at length of a number of his
successors; notably of the contemporary and friend of Dante - Immanuel, the celebrated Hebrew
noet and versatile Bible expositor, whose comment upon Canticles and Job were unearthed by the
Christian prelate, to whom Jewish learning owes infinite gratitude. Peter Perreau, the Roya^
Librarian at Parma, edited and elucidated those comments from manuscripts—the first-named in
1878, the second in 1884. The same noble laborer in the field of our literature gave to the press in
«885 his Relazione about a work by Dr. Gudemann, Rabbi at Vienna, on “ the history of education
and culture among mediaeval Israelites in Italy.” From that literary contribution I gathered, with
avast deal of other useful information, the authentic report that Nilo the younger, canonized as
saint, associated with Donolo, and held the latter’s erudition and medical skill in high estimation"
The good Abbot declined the medicamentsadvised by Donolo, because he preferred “faith cure,’’
nevertheless the Jew, who had been given occasion to notice the force of character of his
Christian acquaintance, admired his virtue to the last.
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been born . If the plan lie proposes succeeds, the doom of
Judaism is sealed ” Preaching of this nature inflamed minds
accustomed to accept as an irreversible dictum whatever
emanated from individuals who pored over the Talmud.
That Wessely was a reformer , none will deny . He saw his
coreligionists the butt of derision , a target to the ill-will of
Christian communities among whom they dwelt . He saw
them despised as a vile excrescence on the body politic . To
remove the causes, which had made a portion of the house of
Israel so abject , was the sublime aspiration ; the golden
dream of the gifted reformer . The Austrian King demanded
that all under his rule should speak the language of the
country ; that its history and geography should constitute a
prominent feature in the instruction of the young , regard¬
less of creed and confession . But a long continuance in
gloomy ghettos had impaired the organ of sight ; it shrunk
from a bright light . Jews in Poland and Germany would
speak no language , save a barbarous Jargon : know of no
history , except events in the life of Rabbis who figure in the
Talmud . Their notions of geography were restricted to
such as the narrow lanes , in which despotic governments
suffered them to vegetate , could offer. To widen the sphere
of knowledge , as royally directed and as recommended by
Wessely , was in their opinion the first step towards apostasy.
In vain did the one endowed with splendid talents reason
dispassionately and learnedly to convince the ill -advised oi
an error militating against their emancipations . The argu¬
ments advanced tended only to fill the vial of wrath> Grieved to the core, yet sustained by an abiding affection
j'"'r for his people, the German bethought himself of a way to
attain success. He appealed to Italians , noted for Talmudic
erudition and revered for a demeanor consistently pious.
They should judge , according to the standard followed in
their land , and pronounce an unbiassed decision . From many
a city letters were then written and published . From Venice,
Calimani the Grammarian ; from Reggio , Bassano the poet;
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from Ferrara , a Noizi , from Gorizia , a Morpurgo ; they and
other distinguished Rabbis , conspicuous for the stations
occupied, unanimously espoused the cause of Wessely , and
deprecated the mistaken zeal of his opponents . Those
servants of the Ford asserted that the congregations over
whose spiritual welfare they watched , had always been per¬
mitted to join secular with religious studies . While attach¬
ing primary -importance to the language and literature of Holy
Writ , Italian was the vernacular , and general learning had
never been discountenanced . A contrary practice would
imply a disregard of the example and the teachings of old.
ho the authorities appealed to set forth , and to comfort the
good Wessely , who felt depressed because of the ban under
which a deplorable misapprehension of our faith had placed
him , greetings were sent and choice rhymes indited to his
praise.*
A century has glided by since the incident just narrated
occurred . The countries which have given Jewish historians,
lexicographers , statesmen , philosophers , orators and critics,
stand not in need of a Wessely to be quickened into literary
exertions . Incalculably more than what Moses of Lucca and
Donolo of Oria achieved , has been accomplished in those
lauds. It might strain Soncino ’s press heavily to print what
Germans and Poles of the Jewish belief have published in
our own time.
But their Italian coreligionists —though confessedly lag¬
ging behind in the race of literary activity, —may neverthe¬
less point to some who can lay claim to a niche in the temple
of fame. Confining one's view to a very narrow sphere , in
which necessarily a few only among the living are seen to
move on energetically , we are shown , for instance , Moses
Tedeschi of Trieste , whose fluent Hebrew7pen comments on
the Scriptures with lucidness and tersely define^ synonyms;
* To demonstrate that the Rabbis who rose to his defence, were men venerable for thei
age, and reverenced for their sober judgment, Wessely cites in the fourth part of his Dibre
Shalom Ve-Emeth the circumstance that Isaac Lampronti in his Talmudic Cyclopedia, called
Pachad Yizchak and printed thirty-two years before, makes mention of the same Italian Sages.

Elias Benamo| egh of Eeghorn , whose championship of
Theosophy - as he terms the Kabbal&h—he holds up by the
creation of philosophico -religious works in the language of
Holy Writ and in modern tongues ; Marco Mortara of
Mantua , whose knowledge of antiquities , throws a bright
light on the history of Rabbinism and the ritual ; Salvatore
de Benedetti of Pisa , whose unique Italian rendition of the
poems of Judah Ha -Eevy , made the bard of the synagogue a
household word among Gentiles ; Graziadio I . Ascoii
of Milan, whose Archeological searchings force out
that which ages have buried low into the bosom of the
earth.
It would be foreign to the subject to go beyond the
domains of letters , and survey those of statesmanship and
patriotism , else I might exhibit to view Italian Israelites
whose intellectual weight is felt in legislative deliberations
affecting the kingdom , and whose prowess in its defence
won renown .*
The object of this paper has not been to eulogize indi¬
viduals . It has principally aimed to convince Jewish youths
that the religion in which they were born does not jar at all
with broad culture . Important it is that they should clearly
see how the two will harmonize —aiding and exalting each
other —and how their severance is harmful to both . Italy of
nearly of every century , since Titus peopled it with the
dispersed of Judah , proved the advantage of an alliance
between the teachings of faith and secular education.
Poland and Germany of the century immediately preceding
Mendelssohn , manifestly showed the mischief arising from
their divorce . The exiles on the Tiber and the Arno strove
mightily against opposite tides to keep themselves from sink¬
ing into abjectness , and they succeeded ; their brethren on
the Rhine and the Vistula yielded to a grievous pressure , and
* Last year I presented to the readers of the monthly Menorah of New York, short sketches
of Israelites in the peninsula, distinguished as political economists, scientists, poets, composers,
prevented to
artists and philanthropists—a work of love, which unfortunately so far, I have been
continue, as I had hopefully promised.
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in falling low they lowered with their own selves the ensign
of Judaism committed to their guardianship.
Happy Israel of America ! No hindrances to mental ele¬
vation are set up in the freest land . High and higher still,
all can rise whom a noble ambition stirs to manly efforts. In
every department of human knowledge , in literature , which
refines the taste , in arts which adorn the character , in sci¬
ences which expand the mind , the posterity of the Palesti¬
nian exiles can soar aloft in the pleasant regions where their
lot has been providentially cast.
Will the invaluable privileges be enjoyed in perfect union
with the studying and carrying out of the statutedof the
Torah ?
Let our future teachers , reared in the Jewish Theologi¬
cal Seminary , exemplify in their own persons the truth
which I sought to establish , and congregations intelligently
glorying in the inheritance of Sinai will grow apace.
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ADMISSION

OF STUDENTS.

Applications for admission to the classes of the Jewish Theo¬
logical Seminary will be received at any time.
Applications must be made in writing upon forms furnished for
that purpose by the Secretary , and shall be signed by the candidate
for admission and his parents or guardians.
Applications shall set forth the age, residence and birthplace of
the candidate ; if of foreign birth , the length of his residence in this
country ; whether it is his desire to become a teacher , reader or
rabbi ; the extent of his education , Hebrew and general ; his adher¬
ence to the mode of life consonant with Jewish laws, and such other
particulars as the Board of Trustees may desire.
All applications shall be referred to the Seminary Committee,
and upon approval by said committee the names ot candidates so
approved shall be certified to the faculty, or to the Advisory Board,
who shall carefully examine said candidates . The original applica¬
tions shall be filed by the Secretary, and be preserved in the archives
of the Association.
The Secretary of the Faculty , or of the Advisory Board, shall
transmit to the Chairman of the Seminary Committee a report of the
examinations , setting forth the name of each candidate , the branches
in which he has been examined, and the mark in each, and the action
recommended by the examiners.
These reports , together with the recommendation of the Com
mittee , shall be laid before the Board of Trustees , and the action of
the Board shall be endorsed thereon , and the papers filed by the
Secretary in the archives of the Association.
No student over twenty one years of age shall be admitted
unless qualified to enter college ; nor any over twenty-five years of
age , unless possessed of secular education equivalent to the require¬
ments for the degree of Bachelor of Arts.

EXAMINATIONS.
Examination of candidates for admission may be held at any
t >me or place as the Seminary Committee may direct . An examina¬
tion for admission shall be held in the month of September of each
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year in the City of New York , due notice being given by public
advertisement of time and place.
Examination of students for promotion or graduation shall be
held during the last week of December of each year, and the reports
thereof , together with the recommendations of the examiners , and
the reports of the preceptors as to the general conduct and character
of each student , shall be transmitted to the Seminary Committee,
and by it to the Board of Trustees.
Students shall only be promoted or graduated , after due exami¬
nation, upon the recommendation of the Faculty , by the action of
the Board of Trustees.

COLLEGIATE TERMS.
The College year shall be divided into two terms —a long and a
short term . The first term shall begin on the Monday after the
Sukkoth Festival and close May ist . The second term shall begin
on the 15th of June and close on the 15th of August.
Admission to the classes of the long term shall be only in
accordance with the rules prescribed for candidates for admission as
enrolled students of the Seminary.

REPORTS.
The Preceptors shall render to the President of the Faculty
monthly reports detailing the work done, the hours devoted to each
study , the attendance , the conduct of students and other necessary
particulars ; and the President shall transmit the same, with such
comment as he may deem necessary , to the Seminary Committee.
Should any student be wilfully negligent or otherwise fail in his
duty, the Preceptors shall be required to report the facts . They
may also report the names of students worthy of especial commen¬
dation.

*
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CURRICULUM.
PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT:
FIRST YEAR.

Genesis chapters 12—50 and Exodus with Rashi and Hebrew Gram¬
mar, exercises and prose composition—two hours weekly.
Samuel and Kings at sight—two hours weekly.
History to Solomon—one hour weekly.
Translation Psalms—one hour.
SECOND YEAR.

Leviticus and Numbers with Rashi and grammar —two hours weekly.
Joshua and Judges at sight—one hour weekly.
Mishna—Berachoth and Shabbath —two hours weekly.
History to Ezra —one hour weekly.
THIRD YEAR.

Deuteronomy with Rashi—one hour weekly.
Jeremiah and Lamentations ; Nehemiah —two hours weekly.
Mishna—Pesachim and Yoma—two hours weekly.
Aramaic portions of the Bible with grammar —one hour weekly.
History to the destruction of the second temple —one hour weekly.

JUNIOR DEPARTMENT.
FIRST YEAR.

Selections of Pentateuch with Hebrew commentator posterior to
Rashi, and sections of Targum Onkelos—two hours weekly.
Isaiah with commentary —two hours weekly.
Talmud —selections of Berachoth and Pesachim with Rashi—four
hours weekly.
Hebrew prose composition.
History to the Amoraim —one hour weekly.
Essays on Jewish History Instruction m ritual music and rendering
(Hazanuth ) Voluntary,

\
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Second

year.

Hosea with Hebrew Commentaries —two hours weekly.
Masecheth Aboth —with commentaries . The text to be memorized
—two hours weekly.
Talmud . Shabbat with commentary—two hours weekly.
Rosh Hashanah at sight—two hours weekly.
Hebrew prose composition.
History to Geonim—one hour weekly.
Essays on Jewish history.
Lectures on Homiletics and Pedagogy —History and Methods—one
hour weekly (ist term ).
Lectures on Biblical Archaeology ( 2d term).
Instruction in Ritual music and rendering (Hazanuth ) Voluntary.

SENIOR DEPARTMENT.
FIRST YEAR.

Bible, Psalms with ancient and modern Commentators —two hours
weekly. (2d term).
Ezekiel, with Hebrew Commentaries —two hours weekly. (ist
term).
Lectures on the History of Biblical Exegesis . Biblical Versions—
one hour weekly.
Midrash Rabba (selections)—two hours weekly.
Talmud —Gittin with comment. Abodah Zarah at sight—two hours
each.
Jewish Philosophy—Selections from R. Joseph Albo. Sefer Ikkarim
—2 hours.
History from Geonim Rav. Channa to Rav. Shemuel Hannagid —one
hour weekly.
Hebrew Composition.
English Essays—Jewish Religion and Philosophy.
Practice in conducting services and teaching.
General survey of Shemitic Languages —one hour weekly ( 2d term).
Course for teachers and Hazanim ends with this grade.

second

year.

Lectures on History of Biblical Versions (continued )—i hour weekly.
Job with commentary—one hour weekly.
Midrash —(continued )—two hours weekly.
Talmud —Chulin with commentary—four hours.
Sanhedrin at sight —two hours weekly.
Posekim, portions of Orach Chayim—one hour.
Homiletics —one hour.
Philosophy Emunoth ve -Deoth —two hours.
Lectures on the History of Jewish Philosophy—one hour.
Hebrew and English composition (on History of Jewish Literature ) .
History to the death of Maimonides—one hour weekly.
THIRD YEAR.

Minor Prophets with commentaries (ancient and modern)—two hours
weekly.
Talmud —Chulin (continued ) with commentaries —six hours.
Baba Mezia at sight—two hours weekly.
Kiddushin thoroughly —four hours.
Selections from Talmud Jerushalmi —two hours.
Posekim, Yore Deah, Eben Ha ’ezer, selections —two hours.
Moreh Nebuchim (selections)—two hours.
Selected She’eloth and Teshuboth —two hours.
History to Modern Times—one hour.
Essays on Biblical and Talmudic themes.
Homiletical Exercises.
FOURTH YEAR.

Talmud Chulin (conclusion) with commentaries —six hours.
Yebamoth (from Isha Raba) Chapter X—four hours.
Yomah at sight—two hours weekly.
Succoth —two hours.
Talmud Jerushalmi —selected—two hours.
Philosophy. Cuzari—two hours.
She’eloth and Teshuboth (selected)—two hours.
Yore Deah (continued )—three hours.
Midrash —three hours.
Practice of Homiletics in English and German.
Essays on Biblical and Talmudical themes,
Lectures —General survey of the Talmud —one hour weekly(ist term)
General survey of Oriental History —one hour weekly (2d term).
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MEMBERS.

CONGREGATIONAL

Contribution per Annum.

Adath Israel , NY
.
Ahawath Chesed, NY
B nai Israel , NY
B’nai Jeshurun , NY
Darech Amuno , NY.
Montefiore Cong., NY
Rodef Sholom, NY
Shaaray Tetila , NY.
Shearith Israel , N Y (19th Street)
Zichron Ephraim , NY
Adath Jeshurun , Phil. Pa
Anshe Emeth , Phila
Mickveh Israel , Phila
Rodef Sholom, Phila
.
.
Bikur Cholim, Balt
Chizuk Amuno, Balt.
Shearith Israel , Balt
Etz Chayim, Pittsburg
B’nai Israel , Galveston .

HONORARY

*

$25 00
150 00
50

00
00
00
00
00
50 00
25 00
25 00
75 00
100 00
50 00
IÇ 00
25 00
25 00
25 00
15

15
50
100
100

PATRONS.

Piza , Mrs . R. S., New York
Schiff , Jacob H., New York.
Sulzberger , Ferd ., New York
Phillips . Miss Ellen , Philadelphia.

PATRONS.
New York.
Adler, Charles, 15 Maiden Lane
Arnstein , Emanuel , 10 Mitchell Place
Ash , Louis, 679 Lexington Avenue
Asheim , A W 30 West 59th Street
Barnard , H, 8 East 57th Street
Bloomberg , A J , 56 Worth Street
Blumenthal , Dr . Mark , 20 East 61 st Street
Blumenthal , Hon . Joseph , 151 East 73d Street

00

100 00
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Blumenthal , Joseph
Cohen, M S, 71 Broadway
Cohn, Moritz
Dinkelspiel, D, 61 West 54th Street
Dinkelspiel, S L, 57 Broadway
Eger , Morris D, 2 Murray Street
Ehrenreich , B, 48 East 74th Street
Ehrlich , Hon . S M
Einstein , Elias , 170 East 63d Street
Emanuel , J M, Long Branch , N J . P O Box 226
Fies, Isaac , 108th Street
Hays , Daniel P, 120 Broadway
*Hershfeld , A, 156 East 79th Street
Jarmulowsky , S, 54 Canal Street
Kahn , Louis, 10 Maiden Lane
Kahn , Meyer, 160 East 72d Street
Korn , Jacob , 924 Madison Avenue
Korn , SW , 144 East 47th Street
Lavanburg , Mrs L,
Levin, N, 5 East Broadway
Levy, A L, 37 East 53d Street
Levy, L Napoleon , 32 Nassau Street
Lewis, Jacob , 315 West 32d Street
Lewisohn, R , 217 Mercer Street
Lewisohn, L. 81 Fulton Street
Libman , F, 18 East Broadway
Loewy, Benno, 206 Broadway
Lyon, Lewis
Manges , S, 81 Avenue A
Mehrbach , Sol
Meyer, A L, 7 Broadway
Meyer, Bernard , 227 East 6oth Street
Meyer, Siegmund, 8 East 57th Street
Oettinger , Marx, 134 East 58th Street
Oettinger , Moses, no East 6ist Street
Piza, D M, 495 Lexington Avenue
Peiser, Jacob , 173 Broadway
Ramus , Louis, 214 Dean Street , Brooklyn
Richter , Henry , 52 East 8oth Street
Riesser , Jacob , 424 West 57th Street
Schieder, Joseph , Brooklyn, E D
Schlesinger , Charles , 20 East 65th Street
* Deceased.
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Schneider , Abr , 39 Worth Street
Smith, I B, 14 East 75th Street
Solomon, B L, 24 West 45th Street
Strassburger , L, 16 Maiden Lane
Thalmessinger , M, Broadway and Broome Street
Vogel, Wm
Weinberg , Philip
Weil , Jonas
Weil Samuel
Philadelphia.

Abeies , B, 722 Franklin Street
Barcus , A L, 202 North 8th Street
Bacharach Simon, 429 Market Street
Brinkman , Mrs Dr M, 251 North 8th Street
Cohen, Dr S Solis, 219 South 17th Street
Frank , Meyer, 961 Franklin Street
Frank , Mrs Rose , 2224 Green Street
Gerstley . William , 1430 North 15th Street
Hirsh , Mason, 1309 Marshall Street
Hyneman , Mrs Adeline, 1015 Green Street
Hyneman , L, 1015 Green Street
Hyneman , S M, 2312 Spruce Street
Hexter Alexander , 434 Market Street
Illiowizi, Rev Dr H, 1845 North 18th Street
Jastrow , Rev Dr M, 925 North 8th Street
Mayer, Lazarus , 208 Franklin Street
Meyers, S, 1535 North 8th Street
*Remak , Stephen S.
Rothschild , E L, 219 South Front Street
Sulzberger , David, 1218 North 12th Street
W olf , Mrs Abram S, 1530 Green Street

New Haven— Shoninger, B
Baltimore .—Cohen, Mendes
Louisville
Dembitz, L N

, Ky.
Newburger , Levi

Portland , Oregon.
Cohen, David Solis
Leeser
Cohen, Isaac
Cohen, Salome Solis
Paterson , N J.—Barnett, Hon Nathan
St . Louis , Mo.—Bush, Isidor
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SUBSCRIBERS.
New York.
Aaronson , M, 520 Broadway
Bacharach , S, 375 Grand Street
Baiz, Jacob , 102 Front Street
Barnett , M S, 27 Spruce Street
Benjamin, A, 251 East 50th Street
Benjamin , Eugene , 104 Bltecker Street
Benjamin, George, 104 Bieecker Street
Bernard , William, 25 Chambers Street
Block, D, 64 Elizabeth Street
Buttenweiser , James L, 305 East 57th Street
Carl, Mrs Babette , 338 East 4th Street
*Chuck, H, 1x6 Greene Street
Cohen, Mr. Essex Street
Cohen, M, 62 Essex Street
Cohen, Meyer. 25 Montgomery Street
Cohen, Samuel, 167 East Broadway
Craus , Morris, 113 Cannon street
Davidson, J, 329 East 62d Street
*Davies Roland , 18 Walker
De Meza, David, 91 Sixth Avenue
Ehrenreich , M, 48 East 74 Street
Emanuel , Mrs J M, Long Branch, N J
Esberg , Moses, 335 Broadway
Fisher , Dr L, 40 Rivington Street
Germa sky, A L, 30 Canal street
Goldman, M, 149 Rivington Street
Greenfield, D, 679 Broadway
Greenblatt , L, 66 Hester Street
Grossner , Joseph , 3d Avenue and 7th Street
Gutterman , I, Rutgers Street
Hamburger , MrsJ B
Hart . David B, 47 West 56th Street
Hein, Mrs Frances , 56 East 79th Street
Hershfield , L N, 226 East 1.9th Street
Hirsch, David, 149 Avenue C
Hyman, Lewis, 161 West 21 Street
Joseph , Chief Rabbi Jacob, 171 Henry Street
Judelsohn , Jacob , 123 East 46th
Kalisher , A, 211 Canal Street
Kantrowitz , Miss Annie, 29 East Broadway

1
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Kohnstamm , E H, 126 Chambers Street
Kohnstamm , H, 126 Chambers Street
Kreielsheimer , J, 420 East 59th Street
Kutz , G S, 47 Prospect Place
Landsberger , Meyer, 50 Norfolk Street
Landsberger , Solomon, 172 Park Row
Levi, J C, 140 Nassau Street
Levine, Mr, 5 East Broadway
Levy, B S, 121 West 78th Street
Levy, Herman , 105 Fulton Street
♦Levy, Joseph Arthur
Levy, Samuel , 346 Broadway
Lilienthal , Joseph , 594 Broadway
Mannheimer , L, 364 Broadway
Street
Metzger , Isaac , 440 East Houston
Broadway
in
,
IT
,
Meyer
Meyer, Philip L, 7 Broadway
Michael, Moses, 206 East ölst Street
Moeller, F, 131 West 34th Street
Norden , Joseph , 159 East 66th Street
Oppenheimer , Jacob , 177 Broadway
Peck , Leopold, 125 West 86th Street
Peiser , Julius , 503 Spruce Street
Peixotto , Hon B F , 39 Broadway
Street
Phillips, Herman S, 36 West 12th
Phillips, L J , 149 Broadway
Piza, Moses I, 495 Lexington Avenue
Reitlinger , W , 103 Gold Street
Robinson , M, 206 Henry Street
Roeder , S M, 25 Chambers Street
Street
Rosenberg , Joseph , 439 East 56th
Broadway
Rosenthal , 1, 520
Rossbach , H , 42 East 75th Street
Rothstein , H, 121 Mercer Street
Rouse , C, 10 Walker Street
,
t>ands , Julius 54 Worth Street
Street
66th
Schmeidler , L, 164 East
Schwartz , bamuel , 202 East 75th Street
Silk, Joseph , 375 Greenwich Street
Solomon, Harris , 459 West 23d Street
Solis , J F D, 170 Broadway
Solomon, J P, 335 Broadway
Standard Lodge I O S B

l
■%

6o
Stern , Mrs Moses
Tobias , Miss Sophia, 30 East 9th Street
Ullman Joseph 149 East 73d Street
Vogel, Henry , 800 3d Avenue
Wallace , Mrs J , 133 East 84th Street
Weinhandler , S, 68 West Houston
Wilinsky, C, 128 East Broadway
Philadelphia.

Asch , Michael I, 1022 North Second Street
Alkus Morris, 1931 North 8th Street
Behal, Meyer, 409 North 3d Street
Brylawski, I, 920 New Market Street
Brylawski, M, 920 New Market Street
Block, Simon, 509 Brown Street
Baruch , B, 1616 Franklin Street
Bacharach , Aug, 429 Market Street
Cohen, Mrs Judith , S , 1229 Franklin Street
Cohen, Mrs C F , 2113 De Lancey Place
Coons, I, 1510 Girard Avenue
Coons, Mrs, I, 1510 Girard Avenue
Cohn, Isaac , Northwest 10th and Parrish Street
Daniels , Alfred, 46 North 8th Street
Daniels, Julius B, 46 North 8th Street
Dreyfoos, Isaac , 424 Market Street
De Wolf, S H, 540 North 2d Street
Frank , Mrs Louis M, 2002 Girard Avenue
Furth , Emanuel , 435 Chestnut Street
Friedman , Charles, 301 Arch Street
Fridenberg , Mrs L, 879 North Sixth Street
Fleisher , Penrose , 28 North 3d Street
Fishleder , S, 434 Market Street
Goldsmith , Joseph , 22 North 3d Street
Greenwald , Jos L, 215 North 5th Street
Hoffman, David, 441 Market Street
Hoffman, Chas, 717 Walnut Street
Halm , Mrs Henry, 1403 North 19th Street
Hyneman , J E , 411 Walnut Street
Hilborn , D S, 2146 North 22th Street
Isaacs , Mrs H S, 879 North 6th Street
Jasner , Max, 429 South Street

ê

6i
Krieger , J, 632 Arch Street
Krieger , S, 632 Arch Street
Kaas , A. 1431 Franklin Street
Klein, Moses S E , Corner 5th and South Streets
Kirschbaum , David, 333 Market Street
Kirschbaum , Bernard , 333 Market Street
Kirschbaum , Abr B, 333 Market Street
Lederer , Ephraim , 138 South 6th Street
Leopold Emanuel , 339 Market Street
Levy, Louis E , 7th and Chestnut Streets
Lichten , Aaron , 5th and Cherry Streets
Lieberman , Mrs A, 654 North 12th Street
Lichter , W, 655 North 15th Street
Linse, Solomon, 626 South Street
Loeb, Mrs Marx B, 1321 Franklin Street
Liveright , Simon, 45 North 3d Street
Lam, Marcus E
Lowenstein , B, 805 North 8th Street
Lang , Louis, 118 North Front Street
Liveright , Mrs Simon, 1737 North 8th Street
Mastbaum , L, 812 Market Street
Mayer, Benj . 516 North 5th Street
Meier , Jacob , 6 North 13th Street
Mansbach , Isaac , 3d and Vine Street
Meyers, Daniel, 920 Franklin Street
Mayer, Levi, 826 North 7th Street
Netter , John , 12 North 3d Street
Nathan , S Horace , 19 South Front Street
Newman , A, 546 North 2d Street
Polano, H , 117 North 7th Slreet
Powdermaker . M, 138 South Delaware Avenue
Peiser , J, 503 Spruce Street
Rosenbaum , A, 716 Franklin Street
Rosenberg , Morris, 811 Franklin Street
Rosenbaum , Jos , 2139 Green Street
Samuel , J B, 1609 Spruce Street
Schoneman , Louis , 116 North 8th Street
Simsohn , Mrs H , 1943 North 12th Street
Solis, David H, 928 Arch Street
Steinbach , Dr . L W , 716 Franklin Street
Singer , Jacob, 435 Chestnut Street
Seidenbach , Mrs Martin, 1605 Wallace Street
Smith, Mark , 960 North 7th Street
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Selig, Emil, 333 Market Street
Techner , Chas, 1400 Race Street
Troutman , M, 815 Franklin Street
Teller , David, 903 North 8th Street
Wolf, Benj, 508 Minor Street
Wolf, Clarence, 508 Minor Street
Wolf, Edward , 617 Arch Street
Wolt, Edwin , 508 Minor Street
Wolf, Elias , 508 Minor Street
Wolf, Isaac . 617 Arch Street
Wolt , Louis, 508 Minor Street
Wise , August , 335 Market Street
Zellner, Charles , 207 South Front Street
Zellner, Sina, 207 South Front Street
Pittsburg —Hyams, H J
Newark , N J
Schlosser, Abraham
Abeles , Emanuel
Loewenstein, Victor
Munk, Matthias Max
Strauss
Levy, Herman
Schwartz , Isaac
Baltimore
Werner , Henry

Hollander Isaac

Norfolk , Va— Umstaedter, M
San Francisco -Polok , Samuel
Louisville

,

Ky—

Waltheimer, A H

Kansas City— Riefer, M

Subscribers to Poor Students ’ Fund.
Arnstein , Mrs., 342 East 58th Street .
.
Ascheim , Mrs .
.
Bauer, Mrs. B., 302 East 50th Street
.
.
Benoliel, Mrs ., 116 West 55th Street
.
Block, Mrs. M., 331 East 51st Street .
.
Blumenthal , Mrs. F ., 151 East 73d Street
Bondy , Mrs. Chas., 56 East 68th Street
.
Brandon , Mis ., 39 East 72d Street .
.
Bullowa, Mrs. M., 146 East 55th Street
.
De Meza, Mrs *. 91 Sixth Avenue
.
,
Denzer , Mrs. E ., 220 East 60th Street .
.

fÜWPSl

$2 00
5-°°
2.00
5.00
2.00
3.00
5.00
5*06
5.00
2.00
5.00
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5.00
.
De Sola, Mrs., 60 West 56th Street .
2.00
.
.
Dreyfous, Mrs. E -, 111 East 81st st
2.00
Dreytous, Mrs. T . A., hi East 8ist Street
5. -.0
.
Einstein , Mrs. E ., 107 East 63d Street .
3.00
Feuchtwanger , Mrs. A., 105 East 72d Street
2.00
.
Flashner , Mrs, H ., 316 East 58th Street
2,00
.
Broadway
202
Louis,
Mrs.
,
Greenwald
2 00
,
.
Hart , Miss, 332 West 29th Street
5.00
Hart , Mrs. H. H., South Orange , N. J . .
Herrmann , Fannie M.,27 George St ., N Hav,Conn- 5.00
2 00
.
Hohet , Mrs. E ., 51 West .25th Street .
5.00
Isaacs , Mrs. A. C. , 202 West 131st Street
2.00
.
Isaacs , Mrs. L. J.. 241 West 16 h Street
5.00
.
Isaacs , Mrs. R ., 217 East 60th Street
2.00
.
Street
65th
East
Josephs . Mrs. E.» 347
5.00
.
Joseph , Mrs. L., 32 East 74th Street
5 00
Kahnweiler , Mrs. K., 220 East 02d Street .
2 00
Kaufman , Mrs. H -, 173 East 82d Street .
. 10.00
Klaber , Mrs. A- B., 165 East 61st Street
3.00
Kohner , Mrs. Marcus, 147 East 56th Street
3.00
.
Avenue
BMäord
,951
Mrs.H.
,
Kohnstamm
5.00
Levy, Mrs. Lena , 250 West 37th Street .
5.00
.
Marks , Mrs. E ., 138 East 60th S reet ,
3.00
.
.
Metzler, Mrs. S., 98 Avenue D
3.00
Obermeyer , Mrs. Chas., 155 East 55th Street
10.00
Ottinger , Mrs. Amelia, no East 61st Street
2.00
.
Pereira , Mrs. R. S., 350 West 56th Street
5.00
.
Piza, Mrs. S., 247 West 45th Street .
2.00
Pollock, Mrs. Joseph , 1467 Lexington Avenue
5.00
.
.
Street
79th
;
Eas
Popper , Mrs. C., 123
3 00
.
Rauch . Mrs. H ., 253 East 48th Street
5.00
.
Richman , Mrs., 141 East 103d street .
5.00
Robitscher , Mrs. B., 223 East 18th Street
5.00
.
Schwartz, Mrs. S., 302 East 50th Street
5.00
.
Siegel , Mrs. B., 54 East 61 st Street .
5 00
Simm, Mrs. Abraham , 307 East 54th tuet
3.00
.
.
Simm, Mrs. S., 333 East 57th Street
5.00
Steigerwald , Mrs- Isaac , 177 Second Avenue
2.00
,
Street
79th
East
174
I.,
Mrs.
,
Steininger
10.00
.
Stern , Mrs. Leopold, 30 Maiden Lane .
Sunday School Congregation Ahawath Chesed 44.00
5.00
.
Tänzer , Mrs. J ., 499 Broome Street .
5.00
.
Teichman , Mrs. I„ 236 East 72d Street
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Waldheim , Mrs . A . H., Louisville, Ky
.
Weinberg , Miss Annie , 166 East 72d Street
Wile, Mrs . J ., 23 Beekman Place
.
.
Wolbach, Mrs. M., 913 Second Avenue .
Wolfenstein , Mrs . E ., 119 East 55th Street .
Baltimore —Additional

5.00
3.00
5.00
3.00
5.00

List.

E . Bamberger , 1306 Linden Avenue
.
Nathan Schloss, 14 West Balto. Street
.
Em . Greenbaum , 730 W . Lexington St.
Mike Schloss, 14 W. Baltimore St.
.
A. Erlanger , 26 Hanover St .
.
.
M. J. Oppenheimer , 121 W. Baltimore St.
H . Hartman Sr., 1411 Madison Ave.
Isaac Strouse, Eutaw and Balto Sts .
.
L. Strouse, Eutaw and Balto Sts.
,
Jacob Meyer, 1630 Madison Avenne
.
Jos . Leopold, 306 W . Baltimore St . .
Eli Strouse, 234 N. Carey St. .
.
.
Z. Hofheimer , 513 W . Balto St .
.
M. Daniel, 2 W. Baltimore Street .
.
Leo. Greenbaum , 1186 E . Baltimore St.
Mrs. Isaac Lobe, 1520 Eutaw Place
.
Alfred J. Ulman , 41 S. Gay Street
.
“
“
To the Poor Students ’ fund .
M. R . Walter , 5 E - Lexington St. .
.
Alex. M. Hanline , Lombard and Liberty
to the Poor Students ’ fund
.
Jonas Friedenwald , im E - Balto Street

$ 5.00
. 5.00
5 00
5.00
. 5.00
5.00
. 5.00
5.00
. 5.00
5,00
. 5.00
5.00
. 5,00
5 00
. 5.00
5 00
. 10.00
25.00
10.00
. 5.00
. 5.00

Seminary.
Louis Ash,
Dr . S. Solis Cohen,
D . M. Piza,
Newman Cowen,
S. Jarmulowsky.
Finance.
S. M. Hyneman,
Newman Cowen,

Jonas Weil,
Jos . E . Newburger ,
Daniel P . Hays.
Membership.

Nathan Levin,
Moses Ottinger ,
Dr . A- Friedenwald,
Edward L. Rothschild ,
Daniel P. Hays.
Library.
Isaac Fies,
Wm . H. Goldstein,

J . Edgar Phillips,
Jacob Singer ,
Newman Cowen.

STUDENTS.
Junior Class.
Alexander Barowsky
Henry Halpert
Henry Speaker
Preparatory

Joseph Hertz
Sigmund Reich
David Wittenberg
Class

Benjamin Ehrenreich
Isidor Friedman
Abraham D . Jacobs
Charles Levy

Michael Fried
Max Goodman
Maurice Landau
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